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DUE TO HEAVY RAIN THERE WERE NO RIDES ON WEDNESDAY 21ST
NOVEMBER. NO REPORTS WERE RECEIVED.
Sunday 18th November Reports
Short Ride
Who’d have thought, the middle of November and the sun was shining, and
slowly melting the light cover of frost and ice! For today’s short ride there
were unlucky 13 but this could be split into 12 WE’s and one guest rider,
journalist Jo, so that was a more positive way of looking at things! Even
better, I luckily ended up with 13 at the finish too. Being the last group to
leave Hornbeam we headed up Leadhall Lane and onto Beckwith Knowle and
Cardale Park, stopping briefly at “The Hub”, yes always closed on a weekend
but a lovely café during the week for anyone wishing to linger over a cuppa
and have a chat. We then cycled down towards Burn Bridge for a quick photo
stop and then onto Kirkby Overblow enjoying the scenery and clear blue
skies. Darren was on top form with his quick wit and banter which kept the
group amused. By the time we reached Crimple Lane, most of the group
headed towards “Fodder” which meant Jo could get to chat and collect some
local info and write a few notes over a warming cuppa. Thanks to you all, a
most enjoyable ride. Sue T
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Medium Ride
Yawn ………… more crystal blue skies and uninterrupted sunshine. The only
snag being that my Wing Man was ill so I had to lead on my own with, it has
to be admitted, a slightly hazy recollection of the second half of the ride.
Hornbeam was buzzing with eager cyclists and none more so than the
Medium tribe. After a slightly chaotic re-assembling of groups, Caroline kindly
led a group doing a shorter route, avoiding the evil hill after Blubberhouses; a
group led by a Triumvirate of Alison, Liz and Dave Preston undertook the
slightly slower pace and I took the final seven including Rick and Sue on their
tandem. Amazingly, people still wave and point at tandems and tell the manat-the-front that the woman-at-the-back isn’t pedalling!! Conditions were
near perfect as we all headed out to Stainburn Moor via Beckwithshaw then
to Fewston for the compulsory stop, past Swinsty Moor Plantation, on to
Timble and beyond. Here there was a minor, democratic rebellion and the
plan changed at Blubberhouses to go up the right hand side of Thruscross,
thus avoiding the aforementioned evil hill up the left hand side. We learned
later (in Sophie’s) that the so-called “slower pace” group had gone for it and
braved the evil hill. Furthermore, it transpired that they had mislaid Dave
Preston who had fallen victim to two punctures in rapid succession and only
by chance spotted the culprit - a near invisible little shard of glass. Dave’s

memo to Dave: Put tweezers in tool kit! We continued in the general direction
of Darley, Birstwith and Hampsthwaite. I have to thank Terry, Ian and Rob for
their extensive assistance with the navigation after Blubberhouses and indeed
to the whole group for their humorous tolerance of the concept of
“Navigating by Trial and Error”! Fantastic weather and a bacon sandwich in
the safe haven of Sophie’s kept morale up and this was followed by an
uneventful return to Hornbeam. Approximately 33 miles of uninterrupted fun!
Helen
After a lot of pondering about looping or not looping, three groups set of
towards Beckwithshaw and ten people decided to forgo the Timble Loops and
just head straight for Sophie's via Little Almscliffe, the Sun Inn, Menwith,
Darley Birstwith and hideous Hill to Clapham. At Pennypot Lane end and the
right turn road past Menwith, no one wanted to leave for an easier
option.....did they realise what was in store.... I found the get outs very
tempting. The zoom down to Darley was a joy and the jaunt along towards
Birstwith was positively summer like...well there was sun and no rain and no
wind....almost worth the six months wait. Then as I girding alsorts of loins for
the hideous hill, El Butler asked shall we do Clint or the Hill. I did not
understand what he meant, I did not know there was a choice, was there
some mistake....no El Butler does not make mistakes. So in a flurry of over
excitement Ride leaders changed. El B turned left...and lead the group up a
slightly less hilly and shorter hill than they had been prepared for. We arrived
painlessly at the top of Clint Bank and all that remained between there and
coffee and cake was another glorious zipping speedily downhill. El Butler and
Peter had important dinner dates with roast potatoes, and Jill was too near
home to stop, so only six people were seen rushing into Sophie's in
Hampstwaite for well deserved refreshments. As I had an experiment to carry
out relating to Rowden Lane coffee had to be put aside and let it be said, it
has neither shortened nor flattened out in the five years since I last cycled up
it. Capable Nurse Sue and Skipton Lynda will certainly have guided
Nicky,Graham, and another nice couple back home in a manner befitting a
Wheel Easy group. Thank you Jill J for supreme backmarking. A lovely ride
and an excellent new turn off. 32ish miles. Caroline G
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Medium Plus Ride
Eleven opted for a leisurely climb to Brimham Rocks today via Stripe Lane
and as the sun was shining it was a glorious day for taking in the scenery
that this route has to offer. It soon became apparent that three members
were riding slightly quicker today and so as we allowed them to break away
and climb Stripe Lane ahead of us we met a surprising number of vehicles on
this usually quiet road. The cars subsequently stopped at the church leading
us to the conclusion that there must have been a Christening today as it was
difficult to see how this remote church could attract such a large
congregation. The overnight frost meant that we had to be cautious on some
of the lanes (and thank you to Martin for checking the condition of Sawley
Moor Lane ahead of us) but on the whole the conditions were good . A brief
stop at the café by the lake at Fountains Abbey, which disappointingly was
full, meant that we could proceed to the ever reliable Spa Gardens café in
Ripon. After our refreshments and as the sun’s early heat quickly diminished
we took a direct route to Harrogate via Bishop Monkton. Thanks to everyone
for plenty of support today - a thoroughly enjoyable ride in good company. 38
miles. Martyn B.
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Long Ride
Eight people turned up for the long ride & once again it was fabulous clear
blue sky, if rather cold as we set off. Caution was exercised for the first part
of the morning as there were definitely still some icy patches around. Having
successfully negotiated the worst section of road around Stainburn &
Leathley the group split temporarily with six opting for the original planned
route to Beamsley via Langbar & two deciding to stick to lower roads with a
plan to meet up again at the café in Hebden. When the advance party of two
arrived at Hebden it was to find all tables occupied & no one about to leave
so it was back to Burnsall to try our luck at the cafe there. However that was
closed so we finally got some food at one of the pubs in Appletreewick. After
that it was the long climb up the hill to Stump Cross & home via Duck Street
& Menwith Hill. A good ride on a great autumn day. Jill
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